ACROSS
1 Inter ___: among other things
5 Disfigure
9 Illumination unit
13 Habitat
18 Resounded
19 Arm bone
20 Lasso
21 Allowed for container
22 “October turned ___.”, Thos. Aldrich
26 TNT relative
27 Dry material
28 Elec. unit
29 Former mideast, org.
31 Appointments
32 Praise
34 Subcontinent
36 One, in Perth
37 Broadcast mode
40 Swimsuit style
42 Reversal
43 Belief systems
47 Choice of birthstones for Libras
52 Gaelic
56 Dependent upon
57 Bog
58 Normal levels
59 Foolish action
61 Expiate
63 Foremost position
64 Nautical dir.
65 Greek letter
66 Part of a life jacket?
67 Apex
68 Macaque
71 Inflexible shoes
73 Colonist of a sort
74 Friend from Finistère
75 Boys next phase
76 Type of chart
78 Gram. case
79 Reprove
81 Scamp
83 Lean-to
84 Federal standards agency
86 Collections
87 Chorus member
88 First Lady born October 11, 1884
92 One-performer play
94 Roman coins
95 Immigrant status
98 Mark of the well-read
101 Footlike part
104 Ex ___.: one-sided
105 Magician’s manual
109 Active cause
111 Egg: Comb. form
112 French pronoun
114 Relative
115 British novelist: Laurence ___.
116 Columbus title
120 Infectious
121 The facts, for short
122 Attraction

DOWN
1 Philip II’s naval force
2 Nonprofessional
3 Resident
4 Marble player’s treasure
5 Hebrides island
6 Pub serving
7 Insect stage
8 Evil intent
9 Madrid museum
10 Mean dwelling
11 Lincoln Center production
12 Certain engines, for short
13 Particle
14 Highland skirtier
15 Mountain: Comb. form
16 Fool
17 Of Nordic literature
18 23 Marsupial
19 Make unintelligible
20 Ancient Greek headband
21 “Norma ___.”: Field film
22 Villages
23 Japanese immigrant’s child
24 Mine car
25 Brighten
26 Uncle Sam suggestion
27 Vacuum tube: Suffix
28 Too bad!
29 Vulgar
30 Corrida figure
31 Spiny New Zealand reptile
32 Best
33 Perfect world seeker
34 Namesakes of a Gershwin
35 Water lily
36 Salad ingredient
37 Eyebrow raiser
38 Part of a physical exam
39 Storage unit
40 Columnist Bombeck
41 Urban driver’s nemesis
42 Western capital
43 City in Tuscany
44 Lower part: Comb. form
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